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Abstract 
Hoang Ngoc Minh, V., Evaluation transform, Theoretical Computer Science 79 (1991) 163-177. 
Given a nonlinear control system, one can view its output function as a signal, parametrized by 
the primitives of the input functions. This signal can be formally described by Fliess’ power series, 
that is a formal power series on noncommuting variables. The temporal behaviour of the system 
can be derived from this symbolic description by a transform, called Evaluation transform, which 
generalizes the inverse Laplace transform to the nonlinear area. We develop here the basic tools 
of that symbolic calculus. We prove a correspondence theorem between certain convolutions of 
signals and Cauchy products of generating power series. 
Introduction 
Let Z={z,,,z ,,..., z,} be a finite alphabet. Let w be a word of Z*: 
if w = E, then A, is the identity, 
if w = w,z, then A, is the differential operator A,,A,. 
Let (S) be a nonlinear control system described in the following form 
(S) 
40) = C a=(+%(q), 
ZCZ 
y(t) = MqW), 
where 
q is an element of the real analytic manifold Q of dimension N, 
Vz E 2, A= is an analytic vector field over Q. We note A the vector 
T(A, A:, . . . A,,,,), 
Vz E 2, a’ is a continuous piecewise mapping from R, to R. In particular a’0 is 
a constant mapping and equal to 1. We note a the vector ( aZo a” . . . aZfp8), 
the observation h = T(h, h2 . . . hJ is an analytic mapping from the real 
analytic manifold Q to lRP. 
We can associate to the observation h its generating series 
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that is a 
alphabet 
formula, 
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formal power series in noncommuting variables belonging to the finite 
2. By the fundamental formula of Fliess (also called the Peano-Baker 
[3]), the output y(t) defined by the observation h is obtained by the 
_ CI 
replacement in ah of each word w by the associated iterated integral )b 6,~ relative 
to the input a=(a’o a” . . . a’~~~) defined over [0, t], t 2 0 (the input a’~( t) = 1 
encodes the autonomous part of the system). Here we will call Evaluation of the 
word W, this associated iterated integral, %‘,J w) = Ii &IV, and we wi\l call ‘valuation 
of the power series S (submitted to some convergence conditions) the output ‘&J S), 
obtained by replacing each word w in S by its Evaluation &( w). Then the Evaluation 
of S can be viewed as a signal, depending on the time r, and on the m independent 
parameters &(t) = jk a’(7) dr, z E Z. 
This point of view leads naturally to develop a noncommuting symbolic cul~ulus 
in the nonlinear area, that generalizes the Heaviside calculus [4]. So, the notions 
of transfer function (generating series on one variable) and impulsive response, coding 
signals produced by linear or multilinear systems, can be generalized to generating 
series on m + 1 variables and Volterra series, coding signals produced by nonlinear 
control systems. The Evaluation function 8, corresponds to the inverse Lupluce 
transform. 
Our goal is to develop here the basic tools of this symbolic calculus on noncommut- 
ing variables. We prove a correspondence theorem between certain convolutions of 
signals and Cauchy products of generating power series. We give also some applica- 
tions of this theorem. This Evaluation transform allows us to obtain a simple 
calculation of the Taylor expansion of Volterra kernels [6]. This systematic treatment 
has been used in [7] (via some kernel function) to give a concise implementation 
in the computer algebraic system MACSYMA, allowing a particularly quick compu- 
tation. 
Recall that 2 = {z,, zl , . . . , z,,,} is a finite alphabet. An element of 2 is called a 
her. A word is a finite sequence w of letters w = zi, zj2 . . . zjl,. The length of w, noted 
1~1, is its length as a sequence of letters. The empty word E is the empty sequence 
of letters (IsI = 0). We note Z* the set of all words over Z. The concatenation product 
of u = ZJ,Zj 2 . . . zi,, and v = z,, z,, . . . _ z,, is the juxtaposition of u and v. Thus we have 
IJV = zj,Zj2 l l l ZJkZl,Zi-, l l l zi,- This product is associative, and admits E as the identity 
element. It is easy to verify that Z* is the free monoid generated 6y the alphabet 2. 
Any subset of Z* is called a language. 
A formal power series on the associative variables z E Z ( noncommuting if card Z > 
2) with coefficients in A [I], is any mapping 
S:Z*+A 
and the set of all forid power series over Z is denoted by A{(Z)). 
A formal power series S will be written as a formal sum: 
s = x (SIN+%‘, 
:(‘r z* 
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where (Sl w) is the coe_tiicient of the word w in S. A formal power series SE A((2)) 
will be said to be quasiregular if and only if its constant erm vanishes. For any 
quasiregular formal power series on noncommutative variables S in A{(Z)), S* 
represents classically the formal power series c,, _O S”. In commutative variables, it 
coincides with the rational fraction I/( 1 --S), and in this case we have S*‘l = 
(1/(1-S))“. 
Let S be a formal power series in A((Z)). The support of S is the language over 
2 defined by 
supp(S) = {w E z* 1 (Sl w) z 0). 
A formal power series P with finite support is called a polynomial. 
The sum of two formal power series S,T in A{(Z)) is the formal power series S+ T 
defined by 
VWEZ*, (S+ T~w)=(SIw)+(TIw). 
The Cauchy product, noted by “.“, of two formal power series S,T in A{(Z)) is 
the formal power series S.T defined by 
‘tlw~Z*, (S.T)w)= 
U 
The symbol “.” will be omitted when there is no ambiguity. 
The Ahuge product, noted by “ UJ “, of two formal power series S, T in A((2)) is 
c WI u>( 7-l u>* 
vcz*, ut=n 
the formal power series S UJ T defined by 
SUJ T= C (Slu)(Tb)u UJ u, 
u. L’t z* 
where u UJ v is the polynomial defined as follows: 
for any word u: UUIE=EUJU=U 
for any words u, v, for any letters x, y: 
uxLuUy=[(ux)Uv]y+[uLu(vy)]x. 
The coefficients of the polynomial 04 UJ v ale positive integers. 
We note som(P) the sum of the coefficients of the polynomial P: 
Let u,v be two words in Z*. The sum of the coefficients of the polynomial u 
is 
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In particular, given a letter z in 2, one has: 
Here we shall call Evaluation of S for the input a at time t, the value of the 
functional encoded by S for the input a and the time t, also called the outputfhction 
of S. Hence the Evaluation of any formal power series in noncommuting variables 
can be interpreted as a signal depending on the independent parameters &, z E Z*. 
ln fact, Evahtation functions can be viewed as a generalization of the inverse Laplace 
transform, as already pointed out by Fliess et al. [3,4].The Evaluati6n function is 
defined as follows: 
(&II (I-1 
sf the word w Z”, for the input a = 
e alphabet Z, t iterated integral, noted 
2. Calculus of t e formal power selries Evaluation 
2.1. Evaluation qf _formal power series 
Let Z=(zO,zl,..., z,,,} be a finite alphabet. 
Definition 2.1. We call input related m Z the given of a vector cp = 
(a’0 a’1 . . . a’p,I) of piecewise continuous real valued functions defined over 
[0, t], (t 3 0). Conventionally the O-component of any input is azn = 1. 
Following [2], we call path associated to the input a = (cl+: a’\ . . . a’*!), the 
time dependent vector 5 = ‘(&,, &, . . . &,,,) defined by 
‘dz (2 Z, 5,(r) = J:dtztp)= J:az(p)dp. 
Thus we have &,( 7) = ji dp = 7, and for any letter z E Z, &( 0) = 0. 
Any formal (resp. analytical) control system can be viewed as a functional defined 
on the inputs, whose value is generally called the output function of the system. 
More specifically, following [3], we will call causal analytical any functional of the 
entry that can be expressed as a convergent Peano-Baker series CWiEI (S] w) 5: S,w, 
where the iterated integrals of the path 5 occur, and can be defined as follows: 
J 
t 
8,~ = 1 and 
0 
J~‘~~(vz)=J~~(l,‘~~v)db(r) 
(we use the symmetric order of Fliess notations for some practical progralnming 
opportunity [71). 
In other words, any analytical functional can be encoded by some non-commuta- 
tive power series, and its output can be obtained by the Evaluation procedure 
described below. 
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on the length of w: 
if w =E, 
if w = vz. 
Evahddon lmnsjorm 
5; 6,w, where this notation is defined by induction I 
This definition is extended to A((2)) in the following way. 
Definition 2.3. We will call Evaluation of the formal power series S in A ((Z)), for the 
input a = (a;) a’1 . . . azt*9 related to the finite alphabet 2, when it is defined, 
the function 
Km(t) = c (qwF%I(w)(t). 
H’f z* 
Theorem 2.4 (uniqueness of Evaluation, Fliess [3]). Given two formal power series 
S and Tin At(Z)). For any input a = (a’() a’1 . . . a’l,I ) related to the fmite alphabet 
Zsuch that theseries &.Cz*(Slw)&,(w) and C,.,z*(Tlw)8~(w) arenormallyconver- 
gent, then we have 
&,(S)=&JT) @ S= T 
2.2. Shu$le product and prodlrct of Evaluations 
Let a be an input related to the finite alphabet 2 = { zo, q , . . . , 2,). 
Lemma 2.5. Let u and v be two words in Z*. Then the Evaluation of the polynomial 
uw v, for the input a=(a’o a” . . . a’rtl) reheated to the jnite alphabet 2, is given 
by &,(u u1 v) = %‘U(u)8U(v). 
Proof. (a) The result is immediate for ]ul = 0 or Iv1 = 0 because u u E = u, E u v = v 
and &(E) = 1; 
(b) Now, suppose the result is true for any words u,v in Z* that ltisfy luvl s n. 
(c) If luvl= n -t- 1, then we can write u = u,x and v = v,y with z,y E 2, uI ,vI E 2” 
and)u,vJ=~uv,~=n.aJsingthefactthaturrrv=iuurv,)y+(u,uJv)z,wehave 
&(u UJ v)(t) = Kz((u UJ v,)y)(t)+ &J((% IJJ v)N) 
I 
I 
I 
I 
= %AULLI v,)(dd5,.(- &Au,u VW d&id 
0 0 
= 
I 
'[$,(U)(~~~~(v,)(~~]d~~(7)+ '[~~(~,)(7)~~(~)(7)1d~~(7) 
0 I 0 
(by induction hypothesis) 
= K,(U)(~) dM(v~y)(W- 
=I~~(u,x)(T)~‘I(v,y)(7)]~, (i 
= %7(W)Ci(v)(t). El 
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xy 2.6. Let z be a letter in 2. For any positive integer n, we have &,( Z* ) = 51_‘/ n !. 
In particular case, %a (2:;) = t”/ n !. 
roof. The result is immediate for r: = 0. We suppose that the result is true for all 
v,OGv<n. For v= n + 1, since 2” u 2 = (n + l)z”+’ (see Section I), and by Lemma 
2.5, we have 
1 1 
8u(z”+1) =n+l ii$Jz* w z) =- 
n+l 
1 5; g+ 
=---&=(n+l)!. n-I-1 ni 
The expression corresponding to the particular case of z = z ) is obtained using the 
fact that &,( t ) = t. Cl 
Theorem 2.3 ( Fliess [ 33 ). Let S and T be two formal power series in A{(Z)). Then the 
Evaluation of the shujle product S u T, for the input a = (a=” a’! . . . a’,*#) related 
to the jnite alphabet 2, is the product of the Evaluations of S and T: 
&,(Sw T) = %‘JS)%‘,J T). 
roof. By the definition of S w T and Lemma 2.5, we have 
iYu(Sw T)= C Wlu)(TIW%(u UJ v) 
u. L’t L’ 
= C C (SIu)(Tlv)~~(u)~~(~o , 
utz* l'tz' 
= 1 (sb)%(u) C (J-~v)~d.d 
UC z+ )( L'CZ* 
= ~ASW’AT). 0 
2.3. Cauchy product and convolution 
Let a be an input related to the finite alphabet 2 = {zO, zI , . . . , z,,}. 
. Let %J S) be the Evaluation of the formal power series S, for the input 
a=(a”) a’1 ,.. a’#!) related to the finite alphabet 2, and let z be a letter. For any 
integer n greater than or equal to I, the Evaluation of the formal power series Sz” is 
r, forz=z,,, weh 
For n = 1, we have 
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We suppose that the result is true for any v, 1 c v d n. For v = n + 1, by induction 
hypothesis, we have 
I 
I 
~_&sz)z”)(f) = a - c&7 (sz)(T) &(fi -mw-’ 
(n-l)! 
d4+) 
0 
+ I ’ (T,(f) -5,W)” n! d[K,(SMr)]. 0 
The first term is vanishing (after one integration by parts); then we have 
) K(t) -&(# 
n! 
d&t 7). 
The particular form obtained for z = z. follows, since we have &(t) = t. 0 
Theorem 2.9. Given G E A((Z)) a quasiregular formal power series, N E A((z)) a formal 
power series, we set 
Wifh these notations, fhe Evaluation of the formal power series GH, for the input 
a=(a’o a’1 ,.. a’ptr ) related fo the jnife alphabet 2, is 
I 
I 
~a(GWW = WWVGW -r,(d) d7. 
0 
In parficular, if N is a formal power series in 
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roof. (i) First case: H = z”, n 2 0. For n = 0, the result is immediate. If n > 0 then 
we have 
&( Gz”)( t) = I t 6,(G)(~) &W - 5,(7w-’ (n-l)! d&(r) (by Lemma 2.9) 0 
+ I t (6:(t) - 5=w* d[ & (G)( r)] (integration by parts) 0 n! 
(S=(t) - &wr nr- 67 (the first term vanishes) 
. 
(ii) Ceaeral case: H = I,, Iro &C’ and h(e 2 (0) = Ena0 PI,S”(t)/n !: : 
%a( GH)( t) = C Hn%a( GZ”)( t) 
I’ -0 
= I t $(e(*)) c H,, (&(‘)--f:(‘))“dT 0 nr0 . 
In particular, if 2 = z,) then &,(t) = t, hence we have the expected result. Cl 
2.4. Evaluations of some usual formal power series 
Let z be a letter in 2. If the support of the formal power series S is a subset of 
-*, then we have, for the input a = (a;) 
i, the Evaluations shown in Table 1. 
a’i . . . a’~~~) related to the finite alphabet 
So the Eva~~atio series S = C,l;-o c,z” is the associated exponen- 
atuation function is 
n particular, if 2 = z0 
hen we have &( t) = I; i is case we obtain the inverse place-Bore1 transform. 
E 
2” 
Then, in pardicular 
t*= x 2” 
‘I 2.0 
1 nr” = =*2=* 
,’ 20 
x (_l)“tl” 
‘I 30 
,‘& (- I)“?“+ 
Let G be a quasiregular formal power series. Its Evaluation, for the input 
_ 
a= ( Q =n a=I . . . Q’~~+ related to the finite alphabet 2, can be described by 
%KM)= 
I 
I 
W( 7)) d7. 
0 
Let z be a letter in 2. We have, for the input a = (~‘~1 a’1 . . . a’rll) related 
the finite alphabet 2, the following Evaluation (see the convolution theorem): 
and consequently, we have the Evaluations shown in Table 2. 
Table 2 
I 
I 
(&::(f)-&W)” 
(L(m)) - dr 
0 II ! 
I 
a!* =G z f” 
,, -0 I 
I1(Z(r))exp(If~(r)-~,(T))d7 
0 
aa 
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omputing examples 
e following examples a = (a;# a’” . . e a’lrl) is an input related to t 
finite alphabet 2. 
3. I. Example 
This example gives the computation of the Evaluation of the formal power series 
z *‘I, for any letter and for any z positive integer n. 
3.1. For any integer n 2 1, H7e have 
SF‘, ( z* ‘I NO = exp(~:(r))g,,(~:(t)), 
where the g,, are pol~womials in 5-_(t), and verijies the following inductive quations: 
1 if n= 1, 
g,,(&(N = 
g,I-&&(tb)+ 
i 
,: g,,-1(5,-(r)) d&(r) ifn > 1. 
roof. Since k?&*)(t) = exp(&( t)), we can write g,(&( t)) = 1. We suppose that the 
result is true for any v, 1 G v c n. For v = n, recall the following identities: 
V,J 3 1, Z”n = z*‘:-‘z* = t*n-‘( 1 +r*“) = Z*fn-‘+Z*“-‘ZZ*. 
Recall also that for any formal power series S = C,,.\ z* (SI W) w in lR((Z)), we have 
&(S)( t)a’( 7) dz 
) 
bus for S = =*‘I ‘, y induction hypothesis, we have 
C‘,( L? ‘z)(t) = (&W)g,,-,(&(l))aW dr. 
ution theorem, we obtain 
,, - ,(5,(7~)c’( 4 exp(&f t) - &(T)) dT 
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Now we have, for any integer n 2 1, the following equalities: 
&T*( P” )( 1) = &( P’_‘)( t)+ %,( Z*“-9Zt*)( t) 
=exp(&(t)) g,,-&(O)+ I ’ g,,-,@A TN d&b)) 4 0 1 
Hence the family ( g,,),l = I is the unique solution of the inductive equations 
1 if n=l, 
g&(t)) = 
g+,@:(f))+ 
I 
’ g,-,&(r)) d&(r) n>l. cl 
0 
3.2. The family 
II- I 
g&(f))= c n-1 =), j =O ( )' j j! 
for any integer n 3 1 9 is the unique solution of the inductive quations 
1 if n= 1, 
gn(&(t)) = 
g”-&(t))+ 
I 
’ g,,.-1(5-_(T)) d&(r) iJn > 1. 
0 
Proof. Let G, = 1 E R((Z)). We have clearly, 
gA&W = KJ(G,)(f). 
Suppose that for any integer n 2 1, g,,(t (t)) = &( G,)( t) where G, is a formal power : 
series in R{(Z)). Thus we have 
maw= qJ(G,-,)(r)+&(G,,_,z)(t). 
This equation is true if G, satisfies 6, = G,,_ ,( +z). In other terms, 
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Finally we obtain, as corollaries, the two following 
osition 3.3. For any positive integer n, we have 
pr3positions. 
k%‘,( z”“)( 2) = 
t 
II- I 
exp(f.-(0) C 
n-l t!(t) 
I- 0 ( > - j j! if n > 0. 
For any positive integer n, *for any complex number cy, we have 
ifn =O, 
G((d*‘W = 
ifn >O. 
Let G be a quasiregular formal power series in R{(Z)) such that its evaluation is 
I 
I 
&W)W = W(d) cb. 
0 
Let z be a letter in Z. Let S be a formal power series in 53((Z)) that verifies the 
folfowing poiynomial equation 
S+/3,Sz+&S;+~ 9 l +&W= G; 
that is SK = G, where K is the formal power series in R((Z)) defined by 
Since the constant term (K le) = /So = 1 does not vanish, then the formal power 
series K -’ exists and it is a formal power series in the single commutative variable 
2. Suppose that K admits r complex distinguished roots ~1~). .  , (L, of respective 
multiplicity order nt,, . . . , nt, (x;_, ml = n). One can express unically 
K ‘= 
1 
n;.. 1 t = - p,P 
under partial fraction decom 
r] and for any k E [ 1 . . ml], A,,l, E 6: and each ,cI is of the 
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SoS=G -’ can be expressed as 
and by the convolution theorem, we obtain the Evaluation of S: 
where h& &( 1)) is the Evaluation of H,,,: 
ht,h(&W = exp cy) I$,: (“J ‘)i (yy (Proposition 3.4). 
Let us indicate that if z = z. then the above calculation correspondc mutatis 
mutandis to the inverse Lapkzce transform in the study of the systems discribed by 
one linear differential equation in the inputs and outputs. 
3.3. Example 
Theorem 3.5. FOP* any positive integer k, Gk is supposed a formal power series on only? 
one letter zlr. in Z and we note g, (&, ( 1)) ifs Evaluation. We set for any positive integer 
k, Sk = Goz,,G, . . . z,,Gk, where z,, , z,,, . . . , 
- 
z,, are k letters in Z. With these notations, 
for any integer k > 0, we have 
roof. For k = 1, by Lemma 2.3, we have 
gJCoz,,)(O = g,,( &,,,( t ) b ,‘, ’c 7 b 
and by the convolution theorem, we have 
K(G,,z,,G,)(O = g,(5,,,,(7))a’ll(+)g,(r,,,(f) - &,,W) 
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The result is supposed true for any 17, 1s v s k - 1. For v = k, by Lemma 2.8, we have 
Finally, by the convolution theorem, we have 
We deduce the two following results. 
Corollary 3.6. Lef pcI, p1 , . . . , PA be k + 1 positive integers. Let fi,, zi_, . . . , zi,, be letters _ 
in Z(, = Z\{ q,}. Then the Evaluation of the word zg’zi, $1 . . . Zi,Zgl is (see Corollary 2.6) 
Corollary 3.7. Let c,, c1 , . . . , CA be k + 1 complex numbers. Let pG, pr , . . . , pk be k + 1 
positive integers. Let z,, , z,, . . o , z,,, be letters in Z. = Z\(z,). Then the Evaluation of 
the rational ,fraction (C,Z, j*"'Zi,( CIZ())*” . . . Zi, (CI,Zo)*‘I is 
I,:I,:‘J~:‘-‘=ggJ~~~(i,)~(~~-~,)**=~(t-~~)d~:,~~,)v.*d~:,~(~~), 
with (see f+oposition 3.4) 
1 if Pn = 0, 
VnE[O.. k], J,(t)= p,, - ’ 
exp(c,,t) C 
1 =o 
The first result is used in [6] to give the Taylor expansion of Volterra kernels. 
The second result is also presented in [4]; it allows us to compute iteratively the 
Volterra kernels of the solution of certain nonlinear differential equations with 
forcing terms. In [ 71, we give a concise MACSY MA program, allowing a particularly 
quick computation of the Evaluation of these series Sk. 
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